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Image 1: The Exceptional Nation in a Six-Pack
Image 2: Shirtless Consumption *qua* Protest in Florence

*Patrizia Bergese* @MambinaPattina - 21 Mar 2014
@brewdog #mynameisvladimir #notforgays #italianguys #florence
@FirenzeBirra #beercraft #beergeek #beer

Source: @MambinaPattina, Twitter, 21 March 2014
Image 3: Replicating BrewDog’s Anti-Putiniana in Paris

Amélie @Tassin_Am · 24 Feb 2014
@brewdog - at "Chop'in" beer shop in Paris - drink Vladimir Putin like uber hetero #NotForGays

Source: @Tassin_Am, Twitter, 24 February 2014

Jacks Bar @JacksBarLondon · 13 Feb 2014
Vlad is @Jacksinfo!!! Limited Availability, Colourful, Fruity, 8.2% and most importantly #notforgays @brewdog

Source: @JacksBarLondon, Twitter, 13 February 2014
Image 5: Building the Wall, One Bottle at a Time

Source: Jens Eikeset/7 Fjell Brewery
Image 6: Dark Americana, Norwegian Suds

Source: Jens Eikeset/7 Fjell Brewery